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"MR PORTER, in fact, is emblematic of the new order in men’s fashion, an online space for men who are 

informed enough to throw together their own ideas about how to dress one click at a time." 

The Financial Times, How to Spend It, 5th May 2014 

 

Since launching in February 2011, MR PORTER has established itself as the global retail destination for 

men’s style, combining the best in international menswear with award-winning editorial content. 

The site sells over 300 leading international brands, with content and new products added weekly. MR 

PORTER offers express worldwide shipping to over 170 countries (including same day delivery to London 

and New York), and a free collection service for returns and exchanges. 

Combining unparalleled product offering from the world’s best menswear brands including Brioni, 

Givenchy, Gucci, Lanvin, ACNE Studios, Burberry Prorsum, Paul Smith, Slowear, and Saint Laurent 

alongside fine watches, over 32 specialist grooming brands and most recently MR PORTER SPORT – a 

dedicated sport and performance category that encompasses technical and stylish wares suited to nine 

disciplines.  

MR PORTER publishes unmatched content through its weekly shoppable digital magazine, The Journal 

and its bi-monthly broad print newspaper, The MR PORTER Post, both powered by MRPORTER.   

MR PORTER champions unparalleled customer service with express worldwide shipping to more than 170 

countries including same-day delivery to New York and London and next day delivery to the UK, US, 

Germany and France, a seamless shopping experience across mobile, tablet, desktop, email and telephone, 

signature white and black packaging, easy returns and a multi-lingual customer care and personal shopping 

team that are available 24/7, 365 days a year.  

MR PORTER is part of YOOX NET-A-PORTER GROUP, which includes the award-winning luxury website 

NET-A-PORTER and the fashionable fashion outlet THE OUTNET. Collectively, YOOX NET-A-PORTER 

GROUP’S multi-brand and ONLINE FLAGSHIP STORES speak to 20 million unique users every month. 
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